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Press Release

SpazioA is proud to present, Saturday September 12, 2020, 4 pm, a special exhibition project as the result 
of the collaboration between the artist Francesco Carone and the gallery.

Hosted in the studio in pistoia the artist has recently begun using, the group show Flow offers a selection of 
his own works and others he chose himself by Daniel Gustav Cramer, Luca Bertolo, Nona Inescu, Giulia 
Cenci, Chiara Camoni, Esther Kläs, David Jablonowski, Alessandro Mencarelli, Katarina Zdjelar, Santi 
Alleruzzo and Ode de Kort.

many were produced for the occasion or selected for their resonance with the location, which just happens 
to be one of the last few examples of industrial archeology near the city’s center, only steps away from 
spazioa. 

Dear Francesco
I hope this letter finds you well, wherever you are.
Giuseppe showed us your new studio in Pistoia, and it’s nothing short of marvelous (a real dream).

He also talked about this show in September you’re currently organizing and will curate as well (or at least 
a part of it, if I’m not mistaken).
As yet in the absence of a unifying theme or a selection of artists based on any other criteria than working 
with the same gallery, wandering through the spacious room, I first envisioned a series of small canvases. 
By no means an earthshaking revelation, it could at least be a start.
Yesterday I was looking through a few paintings of my own. What if the walls of one room were filled only 
with them. Wouldn’t that be rather powerful? (This must obviously be imagined with the presence of other 
three-dimensional works in the same space, but that would be your decision call). What if said canvases 
were only portraits? Even just one per wall (in such case of my two children and me), as if those huge walls 
were to shrink and those faces were to expand? I enclose a few photos. The data for each work, including 
dimensions, is in the name of the file. .
In alternative, I have some more abstract works I like a lot, but in that case, we’d need another solution for 
the rest of the layout.
Please let me know!

Hugs,
Luca

Dear Luca, I was very pleased to receive your proposal (also because it’s simply a proposal, something 
that emerged from reasoning on the circumstances).
In addition to be being pleased that you sent me a proposal, I must also say I like it.
The fact is, I’m not the curator. This does not reflect a refusal or the taking of any conceptual stance. 
It’s merely because I want to live this new experience without posing deep questions, to myself, or to 
anyone else at all. I’m happy with just going with the flow for once, a very unusual thing for me and 
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not very easy to do: I’m more used to ordering things around and tweaking the finer points. This new 
studio just happened to flow into my path (or I into its). The idea of the show came just as naturally also 
to Giuseppe. So I’d like to focus on not creating obstacles and having to make too many decisions, 
and simply wait until things fall into place, like leaves or tree trunks swept along by the river’s current 
until the end. Just this once, I’d like to not have to decide, channel, check the dams or man the locks. 
Welcoming you into my studio might perhaps better be seen like this: more than offering you (all) a wall 
on which to show your work, merely allow me to be the riverbed that channels your waters, but also 
your mud, your fish, your severed branches, and whatever else you decide to throw in.
I’ve been repeating for years that there’s no more harmonious order than the one Nature creates 
unconsciously. Storms at sea bring visual uniformity to the coastline. Stars create illusions of geometrical 
rules. Winds blow leaves away without leaving spaces bare. Rivers undoubtedly respect the same laws 
we ourselves may never fathom.
Perhaps we even created the concept of disorder because we were unable to duplicate such arcane 
orderliness ourselves. Having always included myself among the defeated in this thrillingly unfair match, 
I now finally have a grandiose studio where I – more than anything else – will be able to put all the pieces 
of my world into logical order. Here, I stand ready to play another hand or two in the game. 

I’m sure you also know that all riverbeds have a rock or two the waters can’t push out of the way and 
simply have to flow impetuously around. I’m still waiting to see what the other artists have decided to 
show, but I repeat: I like your proposal, and if it enables the best configuration of all the other works as 
well, I’ll be happy to consent.
As you see, these are merely problems of space and containment. Questions that have more to do with 
rivers than curators.

Francesco


